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Added spaces ease crunch
Administrators offer 400 temporary spots to frustrated students
by Eric Dentel
MANAGING EDITOR

University administrators
took some concrete steps last
week toward easing the parking
crunch at UCF, adding approximately 400 temporary student
spaces.
There are also plans to add
another 50-75 temporary spaces
near the Air Force ROTC buildings and, eventually, a 400-500
space paved lot near the education building.
The newly legalized spaces
are located near the Business
Professional Women's Scholarship House and behind CEBA I
and were opened last Friday.
Ramps were added to get over

>

curbs and posts were added to
transform empty lots into parking lots.
President Steven Altman, one
of the administrators behind the
move, called the new lots "a
Band-Aid."
"It's a first step to getting the
parking situation under control," Altman explained. "I'm
glad we've seen some action and
we're going to see some more."
John Bolte, vice president of
administration and finance, said
the new lots were designed to
reduce parking pressures, not to
provide a specific number of
spaces.
"Facilities Planning and
Physical Plant (workers) went
out and said 'Where can we put

parking spaces on ground that is
relatively stable and as close to
existing buildings and classrooms as possible?"' Bolte said.
Administrators expect to
make their decision about adding the temporary spaces near
the ROTC buildings later this
week, according to Dean McFall,
director of public affairs.
According to Bolte, campus
engineers began drawing up
plans for the new permanent
parking lot on Tuesday.
It would be built along Gemini Circle near the education
building. The new parking
spaces would probably be
screened from traffic by landsee PARKING page 4

Student's .
car flipped
into ditch
by R. Scott Horner
EDITOR IN CHIEF

'\

When computer science
major Emmanuil Filippu went
to get in his car Tuesday morning he found it had been turned
upside down.
The car suffered damage to
the windshield and roof. Gas
and oil leaked into the ditch in
front of Fi1ippu's apartment
until he, his brother Filmon
and three firefighters righted
the 1987 Yugo.
Filippu who lives in an
apartment on the other side of
Alafaya Trail from UCF was
not sure how much it would
cost to repair the car but said it
would probably cost more than
the car is worth.
"We can't afford to fix it
anyway," Filippu's brother
said.
According to Filippu, two
other cars were tipped. over in
the neighborhood in the past 2
months.
He said he suspects the tipping of his car was done by
members of one of the neighboring fraternities but isn't
sure.
"I didn't see them do it,"
Filippu's brother Filimon said,
R. Scott Horner/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"but we see them drunk every
Emmanuil
Filippu
(foreground),
his
brother
Filimon
and firefighters flip
night walking around here."
"We're used to the partying Filippu's Yugo, which was toppled early Tuesday morning.
[they do] but I can't accept this
because it is ridiculous," Filimon of the SAE house which is next door Tao Delta whose fraternity house
said.
is across the street from Filippu's
to Filippu's apartment.
Mike Stroup, president of
But Stroup said accusing greeks apartment, said he had not hear~
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, said there for such pranks is not right.
of a car being flipped recently.
has been a lot of vandalism in that
"I know none of our members
"A lot of people would point the
area lately. Stroup said last week finger at greeks just because they would do such a thing,., he said,
the SAE lion was painted and a are out there," he said.
"In fact, we had one of our brothbike was thrown through a window
Jene Pawlak, president of Delta ers car tipped over last year."

Central Florida Research

Deborah M. Cl.nllngham/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Phi Alpha Theta wins
nationwide award as
history honor society
by Joelle Subourne
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Phi Alpha Theta, a history honor society in its
third year of existence, has received an honorable
mention award as one of the best chapters nationwide.
Dr. Shirley A. Leckie, associate professor of history and faculty advisor to the group, said that Phi
Alpha Theta is the third most prestigious honor
society after Phi Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa Phi, as
listed in the Association of College Honor Societies.
The UCF chapter, Alpha Gamma Chi, hosted the
Florida Regional Chapter Meeting in April.
The meeting was a forum for students to present
papers, Leckie explained. These papers were selected
by the faculty advisor. Out ofl 6 papers presented at
the meeting, three were presented by UCF students.
Three papers were selected as the statewide best,
including one paper written by UCF student Matthew Ellis titled "Crying Uncle - a History of USNicaraguan Relations."
Edy MacDonald, a graduate teaching assistant
and member of PAT, presented a paper titled "The
Cherokee Expedition of 1 776."
"It was a worthwhile experience," MacDonald
said. "I got the chance to listen to other students'
papers." She also explained that it gave her a chance
to see what other schools are doing and "gauge how
we're doing in comparison."
MacDonald, who joined PAT in the fall of 1988,
explained that she joined because history was her
major and she was "pleased to find an outlet for giving
papers."
Leckie explained that members .receive The
Hi.storian, the quarterly journal of PAT, in which
they have a chance to publish papers.
For students interested in joining PAT, applications can be picked up in the history office, HFA 551,
or they can attend the open house in the history office
Oct. 3 and 4, from 4 to 5 p.m. "I encourage interested people to come by and get some information on
joining," said Leckie. She added that although PAT
is a history honor society, it is also open to majors
other than history, with 12 hours and a 3.1 average
in history, a 3.0 average in two-thirds of their
remaining coursework. Students must be of jtinior
standing.
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Any beer brevved with natural hops has a natural enemy. The sun. Because
when exposed to light, it takes on a "skunky" smell. And a worse taste.
Bud's one beer that's made the natural way. With no additives or preservatives.
So we make sure it never sees the light of day. It's brewed in the dark. And
packaged in a brown bottle, to keep it that way.

•
•

So next time you reac

r a cold Bud, yau can coun n
that consistently clea~ crisp taste. Because ual'ty isrtt
something we take lightly
Light protection. It's just one of the reasons why
Budweiser has remained the King of Beer5® for over 11 Oyears.
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Student arrested on five charges
• POSSESION C HARGES

•

•
•
•
•

3

A UCF student wa s ar rested on five charges, including one for possession of marijuana last week, accor ding to
the campus police.
The police report stated
that Steve Collin Downer was
stopped for speeding on Gemini Blvd.
After the car was stopped,
Downer was then arrested on
five ch arges: driving with a
suspended license, driving
with an expired tag, resisting
arrest without violence, possession of marijuana and pos-

session of drug paraphernalia.

Th e incident was reported
by Resident Assistant Jim

•SMOOTH OPERATOR

A UCF student told campus
police an obscene phone call
was made to the Pi Beta Phi
Sorority h ouse last week.
Rebeka Pen a reported that
the caller had a "smooth voice."
•PLAY ING WITH FIRE

Campus police r eported
that an unknown suspect(s)
disch arged a fir e extinguisher
in Orange Hall last week.
The suspect(s) then fled
from the area.

Wilkening.
• DECALS STOLEN

Three student s reported
that their parking decals were
removed from their vehicles
last week.
The incident s happened in
t he parking lots near the Education Building.
Compiled by Dave Schlenker

Central Florida Fllifure
staff reporter

•
. • COURSE INFO

•
•

The withdrawal deadline
for fall classes is October 13.
Touchtone registration for
Spring '89 begins Nov. 13.
Specific appointment time is
on your Trial and Advisement
form. T&As are available at
the college of your major.
• HOT TOPICS II

•

•

•

Abortion is the issue for
debate in the second 1989 "Hot
Topics" speakers series sponsered by the Program and Activities Council.
"Abortion: Hear Both Sides"
\.vill be presented at 8 p.m. on
Oct. 2 in the Student Center
Auditorium.
Representitives from Right
to Life, National Organization
of Women (N.0.W.), Planned
Parenthood and Front Line
Outreach will argue the issue
in an open debate and videos
from both sides will be shown.
Priority seeating will be
given to UCF students, faculty
and staff with a university I.D.

The general public will be
admitted on a remaining seat
basis. There is a $5 admission
charge for general admission.
For more information, contact Vic Collazo at ext. 2633.
• DUMP YOUR GUNK
If you have a potential haz-

ardous waste site building up
in your garage, shed or house,
now is your chance to dump it
all on your state government.
The state wants your old or
unwanted paint thinners, pesticides, motor oils, car batteries, antifreeze, oil base paints
and other messy chemicals.
The Amnesty Days program, created by the Department of Environmental Regulation promotes proper disposal of hazardous waste.
The public can dump up to
100 pounds of hazardous
waste at the mobile collection
center for free. For more information, the State Amnesty
Days toll-free number at 1800-342-0184.

•AVOID THE PLAGUE

The UCF department of
Environmental Safety advises
all students to avoid direct
contact with bats, cats, dogs
and other stray animals on
campus.
These animals inhabit the
same places as humans and
can be carriers of rabies, without showing any signs of the
disease. There are current rabies alerts throughout Central
Florida. Students who see a
stray animal are advised to
call the university police at
ext. 2422.

•FICTION CONTEST
The Tallahassee Writers'
Association is sponsoring a
fiction contest open to writers
from the tri-state area of Florida, Georgia and Alabama.
The deadline for the contest
is Oct. 15, 1989.
For complete rules and details, send a SASE to Fiction
Contest, TWA, P.O. Box 6996,
Tallahassee, Fl 32314-6996.

MU LaughfirVCENTRAl FLORIDA FUTURE

URGING CHANGE
Christopher Childs of GreenPeace promoted protecting the earth
by non violent social change in a lecture at UCF Sept. 20 .
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I Want To Go To My Dream School

•

•

I Please send me more infonnation on the following exams:
I D PSAT D SAT D ACT D MCAT D GMAT D GRE D lSAT
I Nam
I Addres.s
I City
StatJ
Zip
Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center
I Man to:
2238 Winter Woods Blvd
I
Winter Park. FL 3 279 2

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L- - - - - - _c~~~.2i'- - - - - _ .J

Don't Think Of It As A Coupon,
But As An Admission 1icliet
To The School Of Your Choice.
•

So you're hoping to get into your dream school. Well, the fact is, nothing can help you get
·there better than a Stanley H. Kaplan test preparation course.
Send in this coupon, and you will receive free information about any of our undergraduate
or graduate admission test prep courses given in all of our 135 Centers nationwide.
So after you've discovered our superior teaching methods, small classes and research department that reacts to test changes even before they happen, you'll be able to write your own ticket.

!

STANLEY H. KAPIAN
Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances

LIVING WORD
LUTHERAN CHURCH
A nw Christian congregation serving the
East Orlando/UCF area
David J. Nixon, Pastor

277-7684
.. --

·@
We are a new Christian congregation right in
your neighborhood.
Let us be your church away from home!

We welcome you to join us
WORSHIP AT 11754 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
(Behind Wendy's)

SATURDAY AT60'CLOCK • SUNDAY AT IO O'CLOCK
-

-·
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Room rats new dilemma
on con·e ge campuses
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

There are 2,900 students at
Mansfield University in Pennsylvania, but not many of
them are venturing out to join
student activities any more.
They aren't even getting as far
from their dorm rooms as the
tv lounge.
They are, some college officials believe, harbingers of a
new breed of student being
hatched nationwide, the accidental result of the arrival of
cable television and microcomputers on America's campuses: the "room rat."
Well-wired campuses report problems getting students away from their dorm
room computers and MTV and
out to join intramurals, student government and other
activities.
Joseph A. Mansfield, MU's
vice president for student affairs said the problem began in
1987, when it became the first
campus in Pennsylvania's 14. member State System of
Higher Education to install
cable tv hookups in each room.
The rooms also connect students to voice mail and the
university's mainframe computer system.
Last year an estimated 35
percent ofMU's 800 dorm residents brought a tv with them,
and a smaller group brought
their computers .with them,
too.
The result was the birth of
the room rat.
"We first noticed the impact
in the tv lounges," Maresco
said. "They used to be the focal
point for students. All of a
sudden they weren't. Then we
noticed there wasn't the same
degree of interaction among
students on each floor."
"They more or less stay on
the floor, but they do get out of
their rooms," she said.
"This is a sign of things to
come," Maresco said. "It's inevitable .that many campuses
will face this phenomenon in
the future because students
are basically the same everywhere."

Already, cable tv is in high
demand among students. The
universities of Miami, Oklahoma, Arizona, Kentucky,
South Carolina, Michigan,
West Florida, as well as Stanford and Marquette Universities, among scores of others,
have brought cable programming to students in recent
years.
Others like Clarkson University, Stevens Institute of
Technology and Texas A&M
have, like Mansfield, re-wired
their dorms to let students
plug their computers into
campus-wide networks.
Yet few have noticed that
the new technologies may have
changed students' social habits.
"There will always be that
percentage of students who
won't come out (of their dorm
rooms)," said Bob Clay, University of Kentucky's dorm
director.
At Northwest Missouri
State University (NMSU),
which claims to be "the first
electronic campus" in the U.S.,
"there are some reports that
students are spending a great
deal of time in their rooms on
the computer," Dean of Students Phil Hayes said.
NMSU students can use
their dorm computers to write,
communicate on an electronic
mail system, read the student
newspaper and consult an
encyclopedia and dictionary.
Marquette University researchers Bill McCartney and
Dennis Jones monitored 248
students to see if cable tv affected their grades in 1988-89,
and found there was no decrease in grade-point averages
even among students who
watched more than 20 hours a
week oftv.
To be on the safe side, however, Cunningham advised
that room rats "should be taking lots of vitamin C because
they aren't outdoors enough."
"You just have to try
harder," Maresco said. "We're
in the marketing business
now. We can't just schedule
any old activity and expect
students to show up."

A child
is waiting.

PARKING
FROM PAGE 1

scaped mounds of earth.
"We're hoping they (the
campus engineers) can move
quickly so we can get bids out
and get the parking lot under
construction before the end of
the calendar year," Bolte
added.
Bolte estimated the paved
lot would be completed and
ready for use by January or
February of1990, barring any
major construction delays.

•

VOlUNTEER.

Big Brothers-Big Sisters
of Central Florida.
The children need you.
Call 422-3197.

INTRODUCING
DOMINO'S

PIZZA®

DOUBLES!

•

Now Get Two Custom-Made Pizzas
For One Special Price
Everyday At Domino's Pizza®!

TWO 10" PIZZAS

Original

r------------..
Welcome

$7.99!

Back
Students!

Pan

$8.99!
Each topping only $1.25 (covers both pizzas.)
No Coupon Necessary.

•

TWO 14" PIZZAS

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
stude11ts with an assistance in selected areas oflaw such as landlord/
tenant, consumer, non-criminal
traffic and uncontested dissolutions. You can receive attorney
consultation and representation
free of charge to qualified students. Call 275-2538 or stop by SC
210 for more information or an·
appointment.

Problems With?
Need?
• Landlords?
• A Will?
• Insurance?
• Name Change?
• Contracts?
:\ GOVE/I •Uncontested
• Police?
~oo~~
~·~~ Dissolution?
~

.

"-'

~

GET TWO
FREE CUPS!
With purchase of
any pizza with one
or more toppings

L

Must mention when ordering.
. While supplies last. Limit 2
per order.Coupon Neceasary.J

------------

Original

•

$11.·99!

•

Pan

•

$12.99!

•

Each topping only $1.75 (covers both pizzas.)

No Coupon Necessary.

hnflllfl Unhfenlly of
Cenfnll Florid•:

..

896-3030
12213 University Blvd
Safety First!

•

Domino's Pizza hires only
safe drivers. We check all
driving records before
hiring.

•

f

~:t.~

~

~

7"6'J.;

111

~

of Ce"\~

Customer pays applicable sales lax. Valid at participating locntlons only.
Delivery area limiled to ensure sa le driving. Drtvera cerry leH then $20. 0 1969 Oomlno·s Pizza. Inc.

•
16313

•
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PLEASE CLIP AND MAIL TO YOUR
FAMILIES AND FRIENDS
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Phone Direct: 407-273-1500 (in state)
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FREE CABLE AND HBO IN ALL ROOMS!
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Monday, October 2 (11:30-1:30p.m.@ UDR)
TRIO LOS ROMANTICO/SPANISH LUNCHEON
Tuesday, October 3 (11:30-2p.m. on the Green)
MARIACHI BAND & VARIETY SHOW (8P.M. in the SCA)
Featuring: Los Claudios, Audy Lopez, Perla Del Mar, Johnny Conquet, Nitza, and UCF
Hispanic-American Folkloric Ballet
Wednesday, October 4 (12p.m.-1:30p.m. in the Boardroom)
OMSS OPEN HOUSE, SPANISH FOOD/ CULTURE
Thursday, October 5 (8:00p.m., Rehearsal Hall)
PIANO RECITAL, WITH LUIS KALAF & MILLIE GOMEZ
Friday, October 6 (8:00p.m. till l:OOa.m.@ Wild Pizza)
LATIN DANCE- TONY TATIS Y SU MERENGUE
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Friday, Sept. 29 • on The Green* • 7p.m. to la.m.
(* - between the Kiosk and the HeaHh and Physics Building)

An Amnesty International Concert Production
Special focus on the human rights
concerns of SOUTH AFRICA: a
banner-size petition, which calls for
the release of 20 Prisoners of
Conscience, will be available for
signing. The petition, along with
thousands of letters from all over the
world, will be sent to President F.W.
De Klerk. By writing one letter or
signing one petition, you can grant
freedom to another human being.

~,.._,...
PROGRAMS a ACTIVITIES COUNCIL

-~"

Amreity Intenaticn1lisa waktwiierrovemm~fcrtheirmmtinl
pro4e:iicxldhuman rights- It tiiroep:nlmtofany govemmrt, JrlitkDI~
~aurnlicirnerest,crretigioll>mm And itplaysasprificidewithin the
CM?rail ~of hurmn righlsbyfocumgitsactivitiesstricttyoo priues.
Amreity Intenational~ the~cin:mard wmlflldetaitulanywhere
bool~dtie'beliefs,rola,sex,edri:origin,~cr~mBI, provmI

they haverotus:d ru adwcae:i viJlerm 'Deearemnrl PrmesciGnderre It
wmsirfairard prorrpttrial'ib-all p>litiml prme"Sam wabm behllf cisun
poopledeWaeJ witln.rtdage<rtrial. ltew&s thedmd\ penalyard. Dtllle<rohr
aw.l.Dutmlor<lgt~ balb:1etorpnislua.,~al. pi..ues wilhrut .
~
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AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDENT UNION

·•

PRESENTS

HOTEFF ."89"

•

,.

ICE CREAM SOCIAL
•

WHEN: THURSDAY, SEPT. 28.
8pm til 12am
WHERE: SCA (STUDENTCENTERAUDITORIUM)
WHY: To have -a good time
PRIZES, GAMES, FUN & INTERESTING PEOPLE

"DON'T MISS IT--FOR YOU WILL REGRET IT"
•

H0TSHOTS
Alafaya Commons (Publix ShoppingCenter) · ·

380-0170

"It's The Place To Be!"
• Mondays:

Foosball Tournaments

• Tuesdays:

$3. 00 Pitcher Night! Choose from Bud, Bud Light, Miller Lite

... CA$H.. •

•Wednesdays: Import Night! All 12 oz. imports are just $1.25!

•

-----=

•Thursdays:

UCF NIGHT!! Ladies Drink Free!
Guys pay just $4.50 for all you can drink of Bud, Bud Light and Miller Lite!

•Fridays:

PARTY TIME!

, : . ;':"

...

• •
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Prez should get
down I'! business,
not the dirty work
Student body presidents shouldn't fire student assistants.
Oh, they may have the authority, although
exactly where it begins and ends in this area is
unclear.
According to the Student Government
Constitution, the only people the president can
fire are staff members he appoints. Apparently,
as titular head of SG, he has some authority
over some of the students SG pays.
But he should not be involved directly in their
hiring or their firing.
First of all, student body presidents are not
elected to deal with everyday personnel problems. They are supposed to lead SG and take
care of major and long-term problems affecting
the student body, not to keep track of who is 10
minutes late and who answers the phone in a
pleasing tone of voice. This process is called
micromanagement and it keeps leaders from
accomplishing important things.
Second, a year or two of service in the student
senate does not prepare anyone for the intricacies of hiring and firing employees. It takes
years of doing so to become familiar with the
procedural demands and the legal necessities.
That is why UCF hires professional staff, not
why students elect a president.
Third, having the president involved in the
hiring opens the door to the kind of patronage
that infests big-city government.
Presidents are expected to populate their
personal staffs with cronies; that's why they
were set up.
But there should not even be the slightest
suggestion that the bulk of activity and service
fee dollars will be a warded to the buddies of the
person who wins the executive election.
Leaving the hiring and firing up to the professional staff members, who have no political axes
to grind or election promises to pay off on, will
keep the student assistant positions from becoming the spoils of political victory.
Whether the student body president fires
assistants for personal reasons or professional
reasons is notthe issue here. The issue is what
is the best system for taking care of student
personnel.
The student assistants deserve better.
And the student body deserves better.
Change the system.
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UCF: _Defying those who support it
The propensity to make incredibly bad decisions is
apparently a trait not reserved for those outside the
university system.
The recent decision to show the much-scorned
movie, "The Last Temptation of Christ" in the student center surely illustrates this unfortunate reality.
Their actions do not qualify them as censors; they
When first released, the abhorrent film immediately drew shouts of protest from the community, and were responsible citizens utilizing their right to
rightly so; the film's portrayal of Jesus Christ as a mobilize and express their opinions in defense of their
lustful indecent is not only ludicrous but is truly an beliefs.
UCF, a public university and direct dependent of
attack on the values that many of us cherish and that
the community, in effect said that they are not conAmerica is in great part founded on.
As a result, the film was not shown in a single cerned about what the Central Florida community
movie theater in Orlando. Instead it was reduced to wants or thinks because it is supposedly a place of
videotape form, filed on shelves for those individuals "academic freedom," "academic justice," and other
anxious to enjoy the pleasures of blasphemy in the over-used and meaningless terms.
Unfortunately, the exact opposite is true. UCF is
privacy of their own homes.
The University of Central Florida, however, (spe- directly responsible to the community; its acts should
cifically those in charge of the student center) appar- illustrate accordance not disobedience. The supposed
ently seeklng to set themselves apart from the "academic freedom" (a phrase that has been twisted
masses, decided to show the film and in doing so and perverted to fit any given liberal's needs) that is
showed how far from the mainstream thought of being used to justify this action is ridiculous on its
Central Florida they actually want to be.
face.
This act does not make UCF a university on the
When Central Florida communities took a stand to
prevent this atrocity from being publicly displayed, cutting edge of openmindedness, it makes it an institution bent on defying those who support it.
they were totally justified in doing so.

Last Temptation replies
• SAGE ADVICE?

•WORTH CONSIDERING?

Editor:
In the Sept. 19 issue of The Future, Richard Speer wrote a sadly
misguided article entitled "No
bombs, no gun fire, just a movie."
He defended the movie The Last
Temptation of Christ, but more
than that, he offered the "sage"
advice that "all of us who value
the human mind ... (must) start
confronting the issues worthy of
consideration by modern man." I
am impelled to mention here
there would be no man, modern
or otherwise, ifit weren't for God,
our Creator.
I am saddened by the tone of
cynicism and disillusionment in
Speer's article. My hope for him
and others is someday they will
recover from their worldly-wise
hopelessness and discover a
wonderful future for themselves
in this life and in eternity. When
my life in this world ends, I will
enter Heaven's gate, and I pray I
will greet Richard Speer there.

Editor:
If the saying "a little ignorance
is a dangerous thing" is true, then
surely the abundance of ignorance shown in Richard Speer,-s
Sept. 19 column, "No bombs ... " is
perilous. Mr. Speer, in an attempt at humor, spoke of his fear
of attack by "perturbed parishioners" as he watched the movie,
The Last Temptation of Christ.
His "bulletproofvest" wasn't necessary, for not since the opening
screening has either the world of
Christianity, or any other segment of society, found the movie
worthy of any consideration.
Furthermore, we Christians
werenotathome"prayingforJim
Bakker." Many of us never supported his work. Maybe we
should have been in prayer for
those who are so misinformed
about Christianity. ·
Surely, if anything is "worthy
of consideration by modern man,"
it is Jesus Christ, Son of God!

Linda Knost
English literature

Lisa M. Patterson
finance

•HURRICANE RELIEF

Editor:
When Hurricane Hugo swept
through Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands last week, it left nothing but desolation in its wake.
For the inhabitants of the islands, hunger, homelessness and
epidemics were the norm.
Though nothing can truly stop
such a natural disaster, some action can and must be taken over its
consequences.
In this respect, the Society of
Hispanic Professional Engineers
(SHPE), the Hispanic American
Student Association (HASA), and
Volunteers for International Student Affairs (VISA) have decided
to reunite efforts in order to send
help to those that were affected by
Hugo in the Caribbean area.
With this purpose in mind, a
goods drive will be conducted on
the UCF campus from Sept. 25
through Sept. 29.
The boxes for collection will be
placed at the library's lobby and at
~he Minority Students Affairs
Office (admin. bldg., room 225).
Clothing items, canned food
and medicine donations will be
gratefully accepted and promptly
sent to victims.

Jeannette Rivera
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My, my, Captain. You've cleaned your plate already!
I swear, sometimes I think you have a hollow leg!"
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FALL HOURS:
Monday-Thursday: 9am-9pm
Friday: 9am-7pm
Snturdny: 1Onm-2pm

MOVIE TICKETS
General Cinema
Fashion Square
Altamonte Mall Parkwood Plaza
Seminole Plaza
Colonial Promenade

United Artist
Lake Howell
Republic Square
Florida Mall

AMC Theatres
Fashion Village 8
Interstate 6

ATTRACTION TICKETS
Busch Gardens
WetN'Wild
Sea World
Magic Kingdom
EPCOT
. MGM Studios
Boardwalk & Baseball
Ticket Masters

For More ..
Information
Call: 275-2060

Plus
Lost&Found
Weekend Student Seroices
Sat: 10am-2pm Sun: 2pm-5pm

.

(S.E.P.S.J Student Escort Patrol Seroices
Sun-Thurs: lOpm-12 Midnight

Complete guitar effects board, $350. Call John
at 275-4154 after 5:00 pm.

ll\11&1111111
Alpha Tau Omega

Brothers and~ get psyched for Baby Bash,
don't forget the baby oilll ATO I plays AXA
Thursday 4:00. ATO II plays Sig Ep Thursday
5:00. Sweethearts and brothers get out and
support the teams!
Tau Kappa Epsilon
.
TK.E I vs Diehards today at 5 pm. Pennant race
party Sat. nite at the House. Wear your new
jersey and BYOB! There's a storm brewing stay tuned for morel Get Somel TKE#1 I
Phi Delta Theta
Hey Guys! Retreat ls on Saturday so don't
forget to pay Mr.Treasurer. Let's get ready for

Need roommate· $225/mo. 1 mile from UCF.
Cail 657-5376.

Government Homes from $1 ( U Repair). Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call
805-687-6000 Ext. GH 4628 for current repo
list.

Roommate needed. $215/mo. 1 mile from
UCF, call 275-2188.

Carpet and pad 12' x 14• cocoa brown nearly
new, cocoa plaid twin spread. 365-3931.

Need 2 people to share master bdrm and
bath. $151 + 1/4 utilities in Healher Glen.
Furnished except Bdrm. Cail 6n-0959 . Ask
for Kim or Tami.

Scuba Gear - Decor XL360 w/Primary Pacer

2 bedroom 2 bath. New, good location.
Washer/dryer optional . Call 2n-2153.

Need a Typist? Call 645-5331.

Super Stars - To help build sales team for the
under 25 age group. Help hire and motivate a
group. $3000 to $5000 per month. Mark
Boardman 830-0635.
Part - time sales demonstrators. Set own
hours, Orlando area. Ten 20 minute demos
per week can produce $400 to $500 per week.
Fred Hill 830-0635.

AITENTION • GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvenes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1·
602-838-8885 Ext. A5780

CASHIERS - For busy Airport Gift Shop. Full

lime positions. All shifts a11allable. Call 8555249.

1987 Suzuki Samurai, only 17 ,800 miles.
Clean, AM/FM cassene, convertible, $5295
call Steven (W) 381-6232 (HO 678-9512.

Earn $300 to $3000 per week as salesperson.
Work in area of your choice. Part time or full
time. Experience not needed. Call 862-5608 or
260-684 7 for details.

1986 Jeep Cherokee - Extra Clean, Air, PS,
47,000 miles, asking $8795. call (904) 2587754.

Easy Work I Excellent Pay I Assemble products
at home. Call for information. 504-641-8003
Ext.2568.

For Sale - Surfboard...5' 7" Natural Art This
board has some Dings and a lot of soft spots,
but it's fun to screw around with. Twin -fin
swallow tall with leash. $50 takes it quick. Call
Tom F. 282-8183.

1982 Honda Sabre 750 fully dressed, runs
greal, garage kept, low miles. Want $1100
obo. Call Ryan 380-9375.

Hewlett Packard Programmable 28C calculator. $100/obo . Bill 380--0867.

VW Bug 70 New paint, runs and looks great.
$1100 or best Call 2n-4986 .

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents. Same day service
available. IBM/AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM lener quality/Lazer printing.
Fas1 • Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

--

BEER! BEER! BEER!
IT'S EASY TO BREW YOUR OWN!
SEBASTIAN BREWERS SUPPLY HAS ALL
YOUR BEER AND WINE MAKING
SUPPLIES!
1-800-780-SUDS

EXPERIENCED
KEYBOARDISTS LOOKING FOR BAND.
CALL MARK 281-4852.

Car for sale - Nissan S1anza '82, 2-door, AIC,
stereo, one owner, good condition, good
price. Call 275-8324.

H.A.S.A.

PR SSA
Our first PR project is starting II Join our guest
speaker from the American Cancer Society
promoting National Smoke Out Day at October 3 at 3 pm in FA 206.

Aero, Ml7200 Console - Like New- $495 Neg.
Call Ray 695-1766.

Young couple renting a room in their 3bdrm/
2bath home wtpool. Casselberry area. Nonsmoker. Must like cats and dogs. $250/mo +
113 utilities. $100 deposit. Call 767-5118

iiiiitti11111 !!~~~!~~!-~ !~
Hello HA.SA members. There Is a meeting
Thursday, September 28 at SC Rm 217.
Looking forward to seeing you all!

Excellent word processing 366-0538
Laser printing. Resume - $10. Call 658-1163.

1

Jewish Student Union/Hillel
Caters to the social, rultural and religious
needs of the Jewish student community.
We've planned many events, meetings, socials and outings, so come see what we're all
about Need Info? Call Adam (Prez) at 3815712 and come join the fun!

1983 Chevy Custom Van • AC, CC, Tilt, PS,
PB, PW, POL, AM/FM, Cassene, 4 swivwel
and recline capt. chairs, sofa bed, VB automatic, customized by Winebago 69000 miles
and in perfect condition I $7200 obo call 8699769.

KCO Inc. WP/OP $1501$250. Call 678-6735.
Research papers, 18,278 avallablel
Catalog $2.00 Research,11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025 . Toll free ( 800)
351-0222, Ext. 33 Visa/Mastercard or COO

Free Male Cat needs a loving owner. Neutered and has all shots. Call Kathy at 671-3067
or 896-5579.
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IBMatUCF
Come join the lun Oct. 3rd El 4th on tlie green. There
will be several mM models '!n display. Don't forget to
sign up lor a chance to -win a I989 Jeep Wrangler, as
~ell as a PS/2 Model 25 Personal Computer, and even
a Sony compact disk player. So remember, Oct. 3rd 8
4th on the green. See YOU ihere!
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Water ski team dominates first tournament
by Bill Foxworthy
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SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF ski team made an
emphatic point about its contention for a national water
skiing title this season with an
early-season victory.
The team returned from its
first competition of the year in
the Gator Classic, in
Gainesville with a host of trophies.
The team took first place in
men's competition, first place
in women's category and first
place in the overall standings.
"This tournament gives us
confidence for our next tournament," sophomore skier Cindy

Knox said.
Colleges from around Florida competed in the tournament, including Eckerd College, FSU, USF and UF. Crosstown rival Rollins College also
took part and placed second.
"Our major competition is
Rollins," Knox said. "We go
back and forth on who gets
first and second. We're friends
with each other, but on the
water we're very competitive."
Based on this season's early
results, UCF could improve on
last year, which yielded a second-place finish at the national championships.
Last year UCF placed third
overall at the Gainesville tour-

LIONS

against the Lions, ending his
season early. Going into the
game, he was the Knights
second-leading tackler (beWillis passed for 291 yards hind Bogan). He made a
and two touchdowns against strong recovery from the inthe Lions last year including jury and is again the secondan 11 yard pickup with under leading tackler.
30 seconds left to set the gameIronically, the Knights
winning field goal.
leading tackler is Larry
"We're kind of confused on Salazar, Bogan's replacewhat kind of offense to defend ment.
against," Wallace said. "They
UCFs 1989 defense has
have had two different quar- averaged 208 yards per game
terbacks the last two weeks. allowed. Last season they
We think they'll come out gave up 368 yards per game.
throwing. If they do we've got
"Central Florida's got a
tremendous defense,n Walto stop their quarterback."
With Rudy Jones at quar- lace said. "We've got to find a
terback last week, UCF passed way to move the ball against
only 14 times. Willis averaged them."
over 40 attempts in the three
UCF will face sophomore
games he has played this year. quarterback Craig Bryant,
"We wanted to find out some who replaces Compton. He
things offensively," McDowell has thrown for 468 yards.
said. "We didn't dominate sta- Tyrone Rush leads the Lions
tistically (against Newberry), in rushing with 150 yards on
but that was not the objective." 31 carries.
If UCF fans have fond
Both teamsarecomingoffa
memories of last year's game, winning week. UNA defeated
one player on the Knight de- Delta State 31-12. UCF defense does not.
feated Newberry 30-3. Like
"This is the game I got hurt UCF's loss to Troy State in
in," nose tackle Mike Grissom which UCFhad six turnovers,
said. "I have a little payback to the Lions had seven turnovers
give this week."
in their only loss to MissisGrissom injured his knee sippi College, 3~-0.
FROM PAGE 12
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At Pizza Hut, you'll work in a professionally managed
environment with flexible schedules and no fast food madness.
Benefits include good wages, six-month reviews, paid holidays,
and medical coverage and one other item that should interest
you ...

Free Tuition Assistance
•

•

After a year with Pizza Hut, you'll be eligible for tuition
reimbursement if you work 30 hours or more per week. Managers are eligible upon hire. We'll pay all or part of your
college expenses (depending on the course and your final
grade). Offer does not include books.

•

Stop by Pizza Hut for details or contact the Personnel
Dept. at Semoran Management Corp., 1080 Woodcock Rd.,
·
Suite 21 O, Orlando, FL 32803

•
•
An Equal Oppmtunity F.mployer

•

nament, and did so three
skiers short on the women's
team. At the national competjtion UCF had four women
skiers participating, rather
than the usual five.
One difference that will
help UCF this year is that the
team has a full roster of skiers.
Another difference is the
addition of several all-star
freshman skiers.
The group includes Julie
Schull, who took third place in
the World Water Ski Chauipionships in West Palm Beach
Sept. 4 against the top skiers
from around the world.
Another is Scott Ellis, who
won the World Overall title in

Australia in March.
The third is Dan Rini, who
was selected for the Canadian
National water ski team.
Another point that improves UCF s chances for victory is the versatility of team
members. Most skiers specialize in one of the three events,
but UCF has attracted skiers
who have mastered all three.
"It makes our team a lot
stronger that they all ski all
three events," sophomore
Heather Masiello said. "We
actually have nine more skiers
that we got out of three skiers."
The next test for the team
will be this weekend at a
southern conference tourna-

ment in Georgia. The first- and
second-place finishers will go
to the national championship
tournament Oct. 13-14.
The team members feel
confident they can earn a trip
to the championships if they
continue skiing at the present
level.
"We're very positive about
ourteam this year. We're looking forward to giving it our all
at Nationals because we have
the talent to win it all this
year," Knox said.
"We have the calibre of
skiers that I don't think any
other school -has had in years.
This year should be our year,"
Masiello said.

Knight's quarterback shuffle is
not the answer to Willis's woes

Shane Willis wasn't going to let a little thing
like a starting assignment get in the way of his
post-game fun. He weaved in and around players and reporters in the locker room last Saturday night after his team's 30-3 rout of Newberry, and couldn't stand to go unnoticed .
"Make way for the bench warmer. Make way
for the bench warmer. Ow, my butt hurts from
sitting all night."
Typical Willis. After tossing six interceptions in a 20-6 loss to Troy State on Sept.16, he
needed to rest and reflect, according to UCF
Coach Gene McDowell So someone named
Rudy Jones had control of the offense for a
night. He wasn't spectacularly effective, but he
didn't need to be, either. Newberry was the
perfect opponent for the Knights (2-2) to get
well against.
Although he completed just three passes and
threw for an amazingly low 42 yards, Jones was
the one who commanded the attention: that he
played was a story in itself.
"I think I played great, you know, pretty

good," he said. "We didn't throw as much as
{against Troy State}, but I think I will get
better."
He probably won't get the chance. Although
McDowell (yawn) praised Jones for a flawless
performance and even flirted with the idea of
starting him against North Alabama, the coach
announced he'll start Willis. But don't hold him
to that. He still has a couple of days to change
his mind.
McDowell had the luxury of starting Jones
against powderpuffNewberry. It was, no doubt,
a ploy to wake up Willis, but this QB shuffle is
a disruptive habit to all concerned.
Jones started and played two series against
Valdosta State on Sept. 9, but was pulled in
favor of Willis. The same thing happened last
year in a 31-17 loss to Georgia Southern.
Establish Willis as the full-time starter, but
give Jones plenty of playing time when the
game has been decided one way or the other. He
still may not be completely happy, but at least
he'll be ready to run the offense when necessary.
The guess here is the two-headed quarterback system will blow up in the team's face
with an ominous part of the schedule only a
week away.

VOLLEYBALL

SOCCER

FROM PAGE 12

FROM PAGE 12

McClemmon said of Pack.
Other plyers McClemmon
compliments include senior
The Lady Knights finished Carol Kupac and junior Staci
second which was an improve- Briley. According to her coach,
ment from their third place Kupac has demonstrated
great leadership ability.
finish a year ago.
The Lady Knights ended
"I was very pleased with
our performance," McClem- their busy stretch Monday
night in Miami versus confermon said.
Cathy Fill, Pam Coons and ence foe FIU. The trip was vicha.it on Pack. Fill and Pack torious for UCF as they delitY, ~ U team in
ominations
the feated a
four games.
~11-toumament team.
"FIU has a very stingy de"She hasn't been getting the
recognition she deserves. She fense. They brought balls back
should have also been on the into play we thought were
all-tournament
team, n gone," McClemmon said.
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HOCKEY
FROM PAGE 12

fans, NY Ranger fans, Philadelphia Flyer fans,
and Boston Bruin fans to name a few.
The whole Arena crowd was doing the Wave
At the end of the contest and a standing
ovation, there was a cheer calling for, get this,
an Orlando hockey franchise.
"We want a team," the crowd chanted.
In an early 1970s movie, "Slap Shot", a team
called the Charleston Chiefs were rumored to
move to "Florida, where all those beautiful girls
are."
.
If you think about it, hockey would be great
for Orlando. The market is here, as proven by
the rapid sale of tickets for Sunday niE;,, it's
game. The northern retirees are here and "what
do those old folks miss most? Hockey."
One of the reasons for holding the NHL game
in Orlando was that the NHL is looking for expansion sights.

opposed to most teams which
have played 10.
The Lady Knights anticipate an appearance in the
playoffs, although they come
from the strongest region in
the country. The team hopes
for a rematch against the
NCAA's best team, who is the
only team to beat UCF.
"We did 0 K and we worked
very hard," said Barker, "but
we need to clean up our shooting and work on controlling
the final 1/3 of the game."

In 1992 the NHL will charter an expansion
team.
What better way to bolster Orlando as a
major sports town? Imagine competing with
such sports meccas as New York, Los Angeles,
and Boston. The Magic will be here and maybe
baseball. Why not hockey?
Schmitz says hockey is too rough and barbaric. He sounds like Felix Unger.
Granted, hockey fights take away from the
sport and should be left in the ringfor Iron Mike
and Sugar Ray. But "old time" hockey with crisp
body checks and precision ice skating is one of
the most exciting games to watch.
As for Schmitz and his attack on people from
up north, he made fun of the way they talk. He
should go hang out with some of the wel\
groomed, literate folk down here in the south:
I'm a northern transplant and I love Florida
and wouldn't live anywhere else. Schmitz needs
to realize the northerners are here to stay and
hopefully there will be more here by 1992.
Maybe then there will be Orlando hockey.

·. .

·
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UCF travels to N. Alabama .Lion's den.
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Knight football team
will face a much-improved
University of North Alabama
team from the one they faced ·
last year, when they travel to
Alabama Saturday night for
the Lions' homecoming game.
The Lions (3-1) rank 20 in
the Division II football poll
released Monday. Last season,
they finished the year with a 28 record, including a 35-33 loss
to UCF.
UCF s victory last year will
be remembered by 'the hit' and
as 'the comeback.' Former
UCF linebacker Wyatt Bogan
put a vfoious hit on Lion quar- .
terback Tommy Compton
causing a fumble with forty
seconds remaining. With three
seconds remaining, Travis Allen hit a 32-yard field goal to
lift the Knights to victory.
Compton rushed for 142 Outside linebacker Bobby Spi1ulski makes a diving sack on Newberry quarterback Tim
yards (118 yards in the second Singleton in Saturday night's game. UCF held Newberry to 176 total yards on offense.
half) to almost single-:
Knight head coach Gene McDowell we did last week."
handedly bring UNAback from a 32-20
third quarter deficit.
Junior quarterback Shane Willis,
said the Lions will be the best team
"It was a disappointing loss," UNA UCF will have faced this year.
who sat out last week, will probably
head coach Bobby Wallace said. "We
"We feel we'regoingto have to throw start at quarterback. After six interplayed our best football game last year the ball against them," McDowell said. ceptions against Troy State, Willis
!against UCF)."
"They,re too good to pound the ball like watched from the side1 ine but would

Arena hosts
ockey for
Orlando fans

have played if the game were close.
"If you asked him, he would have
said he didn't need the rest. But I said
he did," McDowell said.

·UCF finishes second r
in volleyball tourney.
Jay Rutenkroger
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

I just ate a big spicy burrito
and my ulcer is working up.
You see, I remember reading what some guy named
Brian Schputz or Schmitz
wrote this Sunday in the
Orlando Sentinel about
hockey and people from up
north.
This alleged sportswriter
couldn't understand why
people would go see a hockey
game.
He could understand, however, a big crowd assembling
for a monster truck and tractor
show or professional wrestling. Well, who needs this guy
anyway?
I hope this guy Schmitz was
present at the Orlando Arena
Sunday night, for the NHL
pre-season game between the
New Jersey Devils and Minnesota North Stars.
The Devils out-scored the
North Stars 6-4, to the delight
of the 12,183 fans (mostly
northern transplants) on hand
for Orlando's first professional
hockey game.
The ·funny thing was the
fans didn't care who won. They
just wanted to see hockey. I
mean they were loving it.
There was even a UCF banner
welcoming hockey to Orlando.
Certain sections in the Arena
were cheering for their favorite team, although they
weren't playing.
There were NY Islander

see LIONS page 11

Mike Laughlin/CENTRAL rLORIDA FUTURE

Lady Knight hitter Staci Briley prepares to slam the ball over the
net. The volleyball team has a 10-7 record.

Starting last Tuesday
the UCF volleyball team
played a stretch of seven
games in six days. They
battled local rival Rollins
College, participated in the
Stetson Tournament, and
ended the stretch against
FIU on Monday night.
The week turned out
highly profitable for the
Lady Knights as they finished 6-1. Overall the volleyball team posts a 10-7
record.
The Lady Knights
started their successful
week in Winter Park where
they challenged Rollins.
Coach DeeDee McClemmon's crew bounced back
from a two game deficit to
take the match.
In the opening round of
the Stetson Tournament
the Lady Knights dueled
NSWAC rival Mercer University. The team raced off
to a quick start disposing of
Mercer in three games.
Next for the Lady
Knights came the Lady
Hatters of Stetson whom

UCF defeated a week earlier at the Florida Eight
Tournament. UCF took the
match in four games, but
not without a fight from
Stetson.
The third game was the
most crucial game of the
match. UCF had split the
opening two games and fell
behind 13-3 in the third.
McClemmon's players
rallied
with
twelve
unanswered points to stun
the Lady Hatters 15-13. The
rally broke Stetson's spirit
as UCF crushed them 15-2
in the deciding game.
"We beat a very good
Stetson team. They played
well," McClemmon said.
The next two matches
with Bethune-Cookman
and Eckerd added two more
victories as both teams were
swept by UCF.
The final game against
Rollins was for the championship.
UCF and Rollins battled
fiercely for five games with
Rollins emerging as the victor and champion of the
tournament.
see VOLLEYBALL page 11

Women's soccer tea.m beats Boca
by Jeff Barus
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF women's soccer
team won their home opener
over Boca Raton 1-0 on Tuesday.
With 23 minutes to go in the
see HOCKEY page 11 first half, Kit Conner put the

ball in Boca Raton's goal for
the only score of the game.
In a soggy match against
the first-ranked team in the
NAIA, the Lady Knights kept
constant pressure on Boca
Raton with the ball in their
opponent's half of the field
most of the game.

Overall, Coach Bill Barker
was pleased with the team's
play and credited the .defense
for not allowing a single shot
on goaJ.Barker also commented that the defense needs
to keep improving with its attack and the offense must
work on shooting accurately.

Barker said that the offense's
single score in Tuesday's ga~
was poor compared to 28
points in the last three games.
The team is current Y
ranked 12th because they
have only played six games as
see SOCCER page 1
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Bob Gladfelter proudly reigns over his half-acre
domain in Clearwater and discovers prosperity in
roadside litter, forgotten gold mines of salvage yards

•

Bob Gladfelter hawks hubcaps of every shape, size, and
color; catering to a clientele ranging from BMWs to Edsels.

'I'M

foot high chain linked fence
CONCERNED ABOllf us
making money," said with three strings of barbed
Bob Gladfelter, a tall, wire lining the top. Resting
slim man with the be- against the fence are signs
ginnings of a pot belly that read OPEN on one side
slouched around his middle. and POSITIVELY STAY OlIT
Glad.feller is the owner of on the other side.
Inside the fence are the
the Hubcap Outlet, a retail
center for new and used hub- hubcaps- tens of thousands
caps located in Clearwater. of hubcaps. They are
It's difficult to believe that stacked. heaped, piled,
anyone could make a legal hung, and crowded into
living from selling an item every available space. There
usually found on the side of are three shacks, three
the road. Not only is it legal. trucks , and four semis on the
it's prosperous .. . quite pros- property, all of which house
even more hubcaps than the
perous.
"If he only had a dollar per field has room for.
These hubcaps were achubcap." Bob's uncle-in-law
mused,"he'd be a million- quired through Gladfelter's
aire."
numerous road-trips. He is
Such statements are usu- constantly moving from city
ally disregarded as exaggera- to city, state to state, in
tions, b u t a s earch of hubcaps . Salvage
Photos
visit to Hub- yards are gold mines for
c a p Ou tlet Gladfelter . A good day a t a
and
proves other- salvage y ard would yield a
wise. In front truck full of the hubcaps.
story
of the place sit rings, and center caps.
Gladfelter believes he has
four bright
by
yellow semi every customer covered. If a
Danette
trucks embla- request for a certain hub
zoned with cover comes in and he does
Carr
huge red let- not have it in his stock, he
ters
that will do all he can to find it
shout "Hubcap Outlet."
elsewhere. His wife claims
t The, outlet covers about that he works like an "idiot"
half an acre. The land is just to make a five dollar sp.le.
populated with cypress His motto is any sale is better
trees, phlox, philodendron, than no sale.
Not that he has to worry
and banana trees. A shallow
creek runs quietly along the about poor sales. Saturdays
side of the field. All of this
beauty is encased by a six
see HUBCAP KING page 4
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Fireworks Factory sparkles
Cajun, barbeque delights spice up Pleasure Island evening

Week
Stripes, starring Bill

•

Murray, will be shown in
the Student Acti\<1ty
Center at 7 & 9 pm.

•The Tampa Theater will show The
Navigator: An Od-

yssey Across Time
as part of their contemporary cinema
series tonight at /.
7:30 &10 p.m. and
on October 1, 3. 4
and 5. • The Florida Symphony
Chamber Orchestra will present "Baroque and Beyond" at 8 p.m. at St.
Lukes United Methodist Church in
Windmere. Admission is $10 (students
and military personel will receive 50%
off regular admission with a valid ID).

The Fireworks
Factory, at
Disney's
Pleasure lsalnd
offers a variety
of good foods
at semi-outrageous prices
and unusual
ambience.

I
Mike Loughlin

• The Fi.re Works Factory

Location: Pleasure Island at Walt
Disney World Village

0

The Fireworks Factory. located
on Pleasure Island at the
Walt Disney World Village, is not exactly near-by. So why
should you know about it?
Because the BBQ pork chops
are like nothing I have ever encountered. Thick~ I mean thick (3"
high) pork chops seasoned with
zesty spices and smoked over
sweet applewood, all smothered
with a tangy sauce that makes this
a premium product for a reasonable $14 95
Other entrees include BBQ
chicken ($13.95) complimented
w1 h a traditional southern recipe,
KAY. YOU WIN.

Bayou BBQ Shrimp ($17.95, and
ask for plenty of water), and Louisiana Catfish Filet ($13.95).
which was so blackened that it was
almost inedible.
If you're tnto "the greasier the
better." then this dish is for you:
Veal Back Ribs ($14.95) or Baby
Back Ribs (from $12.95). or a mixture of the two for only $17.95,
round out the menu.
Oh, by the way. be prepared to
indulge in cole slaw and homemade cornbread with whipped
butter.
So the prices are right up ther
with car payment . but you should
probably make the trip just to
experience Pleasure Island.
If. while you're there. you appen to get the munchies. give The
Fireworks Factory a well deserved

chance.
If you're not in the mood for
dinner, help yourself to their appetizers: delicious Hot Wings (from
$4.95). tasty Fried Onions ($2.50)
and succulent BBQ Ribs ($5.50).
As for the servt.ce, our first visit
was well catered to.
Our server was polite and knowledgeable.
The second time the service was
good with one exception; our server
did not bring us hot towels after
ordering a meal of fmger food.
Shame, shame.
The Fireworks Factory has great
potenlial and provides yel another
reason to v1$it the fascinating Pleasure Island at Walt Disney World
Village.

-Mario Ponce

Gang back with jazzy new beat
Trust too much like every other band, needs to find own sound
The Charts
Week ending
September 28, 1989.

Top Five Albums
1. steel Wheels
The Rolling Stones
2. Full Moon Fever
Tom Petty
3. Girl You Know It's

True
Milli Vanllli
4. Forever Your Girl
Paula Abdul

5. The Raw and The
Cooked
Fine Young Cannibals

Top Five Singles
1. "Heaven"
Warrant
2. "Don't Wanna Lose
You"
Glor:a Estefan & Miami
sound Machine
3. "If I Could Turn Back
Time"
Cher
4. "Girl You Know It's

True"
Milli VaniUi
5. "Hangln' Tough"
New Kids On The Block
4!>1989 Billboard magazine

';
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•Sweat
Artist: Kool & The Gang

Producer: various
Label: Mercury
ooL&'THEGANG, a traditionally rhythm
and blues band, has
resurfaced in the music
world with their new
album, Sweat.
Inside there are 11 selections in which the eightmember band produces a
new, fresh Kool &The Gang
sound.
Skip Martin and Odeen
Mays, the new official lead
singers, brought versatility
to the group, giving them a
more up-to-date sound.
Other members including George Brown, Michael
Ray, Dennis "DT" Thomas,
Charles Smith, CliffAdams
and Robert "Kool" Bell.
supply the jazzy overtones
with their respective instruments.

K

According to Bell, lhere's
a new Kool & The Gang
every 10 years. The three
decade-old band has seen
many changes. The band
prefers to call them phases.
There have been three
phrases in the lifetime of
the band. In the two previous phrases the group produced hits such as "Jungle
Boogie" and "Celebration."
The current phase, which
showcases Sweai may allow the band to rise to the
top once again.
"I Sweat" reflects the
album cover. It's fast, and
contains jazzy vocals by
Mays. It's sure to be a hit.
The song lhis Is What a
Love Can Do" is similar in
style to one of soul singer
Jeffery Osbourne's mellower tunes.
Mays deepens his voice 1.o
pull off the sensuous "How
Can I Get Close to You.?"
The saxophone mimics the
leader adding to the jazz
accent of the band.
Other tunes on the album
are "Raindrops," "In Your
Company," ''I'll Follow You
Anywhere," and "You Got
My Heart On Fire."
Kool & The Gang have returned with a powerful, hitfilled album sure to make
any listener "sweat."
-Tricia Martin

J!G. •

Amnesty International's Declare Human
~
Rights concert featuring
local bands Heart Attack Diner, Naomi's
Hair, The Spin Men
and The Riddlers
will begin at 7 p.m.
and run through 1
a.m. on the Green
(between the Kiosk
and the Health and
Physics Building). Admission is free.Don't forget
your blanket, lawn chair and cooler.
•Sweeney's features local band Alter/
Ego at 9 p.m. Admission is $5 per person (for thosel8 and older).

ahi

-~·
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•The Bob Carr Auditorium
will feature Atlantic Star
and Surface. Ticket are $17.50 and are
on sale at TicketMaster outlets. • The
Cartoon Museum at 4300 S. Semaron
Blvd. will be open from 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Admission is free.

•Little Darlins inKissim~~~w·~:: mee will set the stage for
rock legends The Contours. For more
info. call 827-6169. •Cheek to Cheek
begins the Sunday Night Party Serles
with pop rock supplied by vartous local
artists.

~~~~~.-~.

~ •The Student Center au~ ditorium ·will feature an

• Paris By Night

Artist: Trust

Producer: Trust
Label: Megaforce
BAND'S NAME is
"Trust." If their name
indicates their loyalty
to rock-n-roll, they might
want to re-evaluate their existence.
With sounds reminiscent
of heavy metal bands such
as Iron Malden and Ratt,
Trust lacks a sound of their
own.
The album Trust Live:
Parts By Night is their first
album in four years. This
live performance was recorded during the 1988
"Monsters of Rock" concert
in Paris.
An interesting characteristic of the songs is the lead
vocalist, Bernie Bonvoisin,
chants all his lyrics in

T

HE

see TRUST page 3

open discussion forum on the topic of
abortion at 7:30 p.m. All students and
faculty are invited.• U.C.F. music education graduate Terri Sullivan is taking students for a computer lab music
workshop. Classes include rhytmic dictation, intexval training, and theory. For
more information call (407)-322-8716.

ll'J11 •

Stevie Nicks will be per:
:
forming in concert with special guests The Hooters at the University
of Florida's O'Connell Center in
Gainesville. Tickets are $16.50 for students.

~~·=·~

•

J.J. Whispers pr~sents
t\~,111o11:~•.~~,;~ll.lltc;tol8!~~~ The Yellow Jackets m concert. For more information call 629-·4779.
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~Barker

capitalizes on reader's fear in 'Cabal'

•Cabal

compilations,
Barker creates a
semi- fantastic.
frighteningly realisHAT SCARES YOU?
tic world.
What fears ·squirm in the
His latest novel,
back of your mind when the Cabal . opens with
lights are out. the night is still and Boone, a tortured
quiet and the moon has waned into a soul undergoing
grey ghost in the heavens?
psychiatric care.
(t
With the mention of horror novels.
His doctor conmany readers think of Stephen King. fronts him with the
or even Edgar Allan Poe and H.P. fact that Boone may
) Lovecraft.
be responsible for a
Poe and Lovecraft hold the "clas- series of brutal
sic" horror crowd while King has murders. Despite
found acceptance in the contempo- his lack of memory
) rary horror arena.
regarding the murBut while King is the popular sov- ders, Boone's feelereign of horror fiction, the fortunate ings of self-doubt
know that the true modern master of and inadequacy
the genre is Clive Barker.
push him to confess to the crimes so
Barker has written several collec- that he could be punished and retions of short stories (The Inhuman deem himself in his own mind.
• Condition. In The Flesh ) as well as
While Decker, his psychiatrist.
several novels (The Damnation Grune, tries to treat Boone before he surrenWeaueworld} and was the wrtter and ders himself to the police. Boone atdirector of the film HeUraiser.
tempts suicide buy jumping 1n front
Barker has also wrttten another of a truck.
collection of short stories called The
When at the hospital to be treated
Books of Blood. In these literary for his wounds, he is confronted by a

mysterious figure
called Narcisse.
Narcisse seeks a
place named Midian where only the
dead and damned
are welcome, and
even then only reluctantly.
Something in the
name drives Boone
to find Mldian.
He must die to
find it's shapeshifting Ntghtbreed
who cower and hide
from the brutality
and fear of human-

Author: Clive Barker
Publisher: Pocket Books

<)

W

the story, the characters are realistic.
Barker's mastery of the English
language is evident in his vivid and
often brutal descriptions that bring
every page to life.
At the end of the novel there are an
additional four short stories.
The stories are titled The Life of
Death. How Spoders Breed. Twilight
at the Towers. and 1he La.st Illusion.

·These four shorts are written
much in the same style as the novel
before them. Barker leads us into the
deep recesses of our own imaginations, where we often find ourselves
running from ourselves.
He digs deep into our emotions
kind.
and says the things we don't want to
Cabal ts a ma- hear.When he is finished, we are left
cabre tale . It is the with a sense of ·disillusionment. as
story of a man who regains hls hu- well as the ever-present fear of death.
manity and finds faith in himself
cabal is an exercise in the brutalthrough death and the love of Lori, ity of man, where the unknown is
his gtrlfrtend.
exterminated because it is unknown.
Barker's prose is superlative.
It is a world where there are no heHe infuses his characters with real roes. only flawed human beings
life. giving them distinct, believable thrust over the brink of normality
personalities which are enhanced by into the abyss of the absurd.
their unique personal imperfections.
- Everett H. Wells m
Despite the outlandish nature of

TRUST
FROM PAGE 2
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Smit!). Corona presents three products that can you can have the convenience of word processing
features with the simplicity of a typewriter.
help make schoolwork academic.
Of course1 the pocket-size Spell-Right'"300P
The Smith Corona PWP 2000 Personal Word
also comes with impeccable references. In this
Processor is in a class by itself. It's so compact it can
fit in the most compact dorm room. Yet1 thanks to case, a built-in electronic dictionary, a thesaurus,
features like a built-in disk drive 1 1001000 character a calculator1 even a collection of challenging ·
word games.
DataDisk capacit)j and a crystal clear displa)j it
So if you're thinking Magna Cum Laude at
makes it easy to transform B1s into N.s.
the end of this year, ____
For those who prefer an electronic typewriter,
1
the Smith Corona XD 4600 is the typevvriter of
dor: t forget to think
~~~T&~ix
preference. With its 16 character di~play and ap· Smith Corona at the
TOMORRowsTecHNoLoGv
beginning of this year.
ATYOURTOUCH'"
proximately J;OOO characters of editable memory1

filllllll!E

For more informauon on Lhese produces, wnce ro Sm ith Corona Corporacion , 65 Locusc Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06840
or Smith Corona Ca nada, 440 Tapscott Road, Scarborough , Oncario, Canada M IB lY4 .

French. Although the drummer and bass player provide
a menacing rhythm and the
lead guitarist subscribes to
"speed kills" mentality of
guitar playing, the French
lyrics throw off the melody of
their songs.
American listeners w ill
find the music difficult to
understand and nearly impossible to sing along with
The album contains sue ~
song titles as "Get Out Your
Claws" and ..Your Final G.t6
inspired by Kiss, the heaV}
gods of the 70s.
One song deserving recognition is "Fatality." The twominute instrumental that
begins the song is played
with some respect for creating original music. It is obvious that Trust gets immense
satisfaction from writing and
composing their songs.
The individual talent of
each musician in the band.
excluding the singer. is
worth mentioning. But together they achieve no musical balance.
It is sad to see another
band fall into the redundancy that is modem heavy
metal music.
In the 1980s, American
music has been infiltrated by
heavy metal bands such as
Trust.
It seems that to "make it"
in music .nowadays, excluding maybe a handful of
groups. new bands must
conform to heavy metal standards.
Big-breasted peroxided
groupies and a bottle of Jack
Daniels are inspiration for
songs.
Hey, we all like women and
wine, but like the late John
Lennon said about songwriting, "saywhatyou mean,
and mean what you say."
If m~tal bands mean to say
their drunk and rebelling to
widen their wallets, maybe
they should start buying records again instead of making
them.
- Chris Molnar

-
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HUBCAP KING ~
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FROM PAGE 1

are his best days. The people never stop
coming. He has learned to discern the serious buyer from the. curious looker and to
concentrate on assisting the customer who
is there for the immediate purchase.
"There, you see," he gestured with his
head toward a maroon Mercedes that had
just rolled onto the lot. "I look at 'em you
know. Now see that lady: nice clothes, nice
car. She'll buy."
People know him as "Hubcap Bob," but
his license plate declares him the "Hubcap
King."
According to Gladfelter, his hubcap legacy began in 1980, in Pennsylvania, where
he lived with his second wife. At this time, he
bought and sold used cars for a living, and as
a result, acquired piles of extra hubcaps.
Eventually, his wife divorced him and completely wiped him out. In a fit of anger, he
threw the metal wheel covers all over his
front yard.
"Next thing I knew. people were stopping."
There was a conflict in the zoning ordinance with this type of sales, so the police
dropped in.
"For two years," said Gladfelter, "th ey kept

coming by. Then they look me to jail."
He bailed himself out; something he now
chastises himself for. "After all they don't keep
you in jail forever," he surmised. "but they
keep that bail money forever."
Money is a prtority in Gladfelter's life.
The love of money comes with it's own set of
principles. Once, Gladfelter's brother came to
Florida from Texas to visit. His brother spent
enough of his money so that he couldn't atrord
a flight back. Gladfelter made him sell strawberries to earn the money for the plane fare.
"You gotta be tough in business," he reflects. Gladfelter's day is simple. He wakes
up in the morning and gets everyone ready for
breakfast.
After sitting for an hour or so over his
coffee, he makes his way to the hubcap field
with one of his assistants. As they pull up to
the field, Gladfelter will jump out, run to the
signs and turn them around to read OPEN.
He will then yell to his helper,"Hurry.
hurry! Get the wheels out. Can't sell them in
here. Gotta get 'em out." Then h e will sit down
while someone else pulls open the fences and
retrieves h is endless stock of h ubcaps.
On slow days he sits in the s h ade and barks
out orders, getting up only to collect money.
Then he goes out for co1Tee. coming back only
to close up shop.

ATTN: FACULTY

FREE

Backpack
when you buy an
HP calculator!
Business
HP 14B

HP 17B
HP Business
Consultant II
Science and
engineering
HP 228

HP 27S
HP 28S
HP 32S
HP 42S

Come in today
for details.
HPCalculatorsthe best for
your 11uccess.

[hP.J HEWLETT
PAC KARO

~

INTERNATIONAL
iii.:11 Calculator & Computer

If you think you can't get it,
you're dead wrong.
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your door vui UPS C tc e>Wit card or C.0.D.

UCF TEAM DENTIST

Don't die
of embarrassment.

Al Ds
-----

•

2916 Corrine Dr ive, Orlando • 898-0081
Call be fore noon f<><

Yes, it could be embarrassing to
ask a man to wear a condom.
especially if you don't know him
very well.
But that's exactly who you
need to ask - the man you don't
know.
And tf he says no. so can you.
Bec a use you c a n't b e sure
w ho 's infect ed w ith the AIDS
virus.
Not having sex is one sure way
to avoid AIDS. If you decide to
have sex, using a condom is your
best protection.
It's as simple as tha t.
AIDS is incurable, and H' you get
it, you'll likely die.
So start carrying condoms and
tell your partner to use them.
Because the consequences of
getting AIDS a re more than
just a little
embarrassing.
They're deadly.

HP is now offering a special
discount on all
HP computers
and peripherals; Laser Jets,
Deskjets, Plotters, Computers, etc. Call
Don or Randy
as soon as possible for details.

Our UCF Good Knight Offer!
$25 Check-up includes:
• Initial Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good w ith Valid UCF 1.0. Only
Expires 12/31 /89
Good on initial visit only

282-2101

•

11776 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 21817

•

Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

•
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THE PATIENT A D THE OTHER PERSO RESPO SIBLE FOR
PAYMENTHASARtGHTTOREFUSETOPAY,C CELPAY E T
ORBE R IMBURSEOFORP Y E TFORANYOTHERSERV CE
EXAM! ATION OR TREAT ENT 'WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
RESUL r OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPOND! G TO THE
AOVERTISEME T FOR THE FREE. DISCOU TED FEE. OR RE·
OUCEO FEE SERVICE EXAMI ATIO ~ OR TREATMENT.
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JOIN ne~!!)! s
FOOTBALL
FRENZY
CHEER YOUR FAVORITE TEAM ON
KELSEY'S LARGE SCREEN 1V AND
PAR1Y HARDY WITH OUR FOOTBALL
SPE CIALS

•

•
•

•
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2 5 ¢ DRAFTS

STUDENT MUSICIAN
AUDITION
Walt Disney World Christmas Parade

$1. 99 PITCHERS
75¢ PIZZA SLICES
(Plus our regular menu)

•

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

•

•

8:30 P.M. TILL GAME ENDS

Cudng 1tud!nt mut!cl•nt who pl•y:
EUPHONIUM(Berltone Hom)• MEUOPHOHE •PERCUSSION• PICCOLO
THOMBONE(\enor and baN) • TRUMPET • TUBA
GLOCKENSPEL(femal• rol- only)

REQUIREMENTS

. ..

Uu.t be full or pert time .Wdent • Muat be at i - t age 16
Uuat have aoclal aeeurlty number • Must provide tran.portatlon and hou•lng
Muat ,,_t WALT ~SHEY WORLD grooming eiandard•

AUDITION IS SIGHT READING

•

Sep\emb« 30 • Dr. Phillipe High School
Appointment. 1-8 pm· Call (407) 345-6701 to achedule
Rehearsals begin weekenda In Novamber wt1h performances WHkend& In December and dally
from D~r 16, 111119 through January 1, 1990. Salary $7.00 per hour-reheatsal and
performance rate. CALL NUMBER LISTED ABOVE FOR APPOINTMENT. II yqu have questions
cal (407) 3-45-5701 Monday-Friday, 10am-4pm.
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WE DELIVER
282~0505

World Co.
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